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Homestuck: a New Participatory Culture 

Participatory culture and fandom is not a new phenomenon.  Before Harry Potter or 

Doctor Who, there have been many types of fandoms dating back more than a hundred years. 

Sherlock Holmes readers were arguably the first fandom on record, dating back to 1887 

(Wikipedia, 2014).  Media author Henry Jenkins explains that a participatory culture involves 

some kind of sharing (Jenkins, H., 2010).  Participatory culture is a place with no barriers with 

the emphasis not only on sharing, but also on interaction, producing, creating and in some way 

disseminating the fan’s product (Jenkins, H., 2010), whatever that product is.   

The product for this paper will be the participatory culture of the MS Paint Adventure 

called, Homestuck.  Homestuck is a new genre of participation. Fans have a vested interest in the 

story because they not only interact with one another but also with the author in decisions for the 

plotline of the story. Today it seems young people’s attention spans are getting shorter, but 

Homestuck has proven through its participatory culture of interaction, sharing and creativity, that 

loyalty, a sense of power and a new mode of deep attention is possible in the digital world. 

Becoming a Fanatic 

 Eszter Hargittai and Yu-li Patrick Hsieh, co-authors of the book, A Networked Self, 

explain that users who are often on one particular site are known as devotees, these devotees are 

devoted to a cause usually in a religious or political way (Barabasi, A., et al., 2011), but the term 

seems to have developed into a new word we now know as “fan.”  People, all people, are a fan of 

something. I use to wonder how a person could become so immersed in fandom until I became a 

fan myself.   

Katherine Larson and Lynn Zubernis are probably excellent examples of the extreme fan, 

or fanatic. These two ladies are college professors; they are intelligent, strong, empowered 
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women who have a love for a TV show called, Supernatural.  They loved being fans so much, 

they wrote a book about it.  In their book, Fangasm, Supernatural Fangirls, they explain why a 

person becomes a fan of something.  First and foremost they found a community, a place where 

they could share their love of all that is Supernatural (Larson, K., & Zubernis, L., 2013).  

Secondly, they were accepted for their self-expression and were able to find kindred spirits who 

shared the same love.  Most importantly, they realized that being a fan was not only about being 

accepted for differences but also receiving validation for those differences; this was even more 

important than fawning over the characters in the show (Larson, K., & Zubernis, L., 2013).  

Homestuck is no different than the “Fangirls.” The young people, or rather, digital youth 

involved with Hussie’s web comic, also have the same sense of belonging and inclusion that 

many other fandoms have and probably even more so since they have a hand in the creation of 

the storylines. Digital youth culture expert, danah boyd; emphasizes this in her book, It’s 

Complicated, The Social Life of Networked Teens, she explains that teens yearn for a place 

online to call their own and a place to belong (boyd, d., 2014).  Many young people have found 

that place with Homestuck. 

About Homestuck 

 I became aware of Homestuck about two years ago through my then 14-year-old 

daughter. I had no idea what it was about, but my daughter was happy to inform me.  Homestuck 

is the brainchild of writer/artist Andrew Hussie.  Hussie has used the Internet as a storytelling 

medium to make his web-based comic, which is part mock video game and graphic novel 

(Litwhiler, G., 2013). Hussie’s narrative is probably most interesting in that it was born and 

forged on the Internet, which makes it rather unique.  
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 Hussie created the MS Paint adventure comic in 2009 as more of an experiment, and in a 

short time his story has grown to epic scales rivaling that of Ulysses in scope and in breadth 

(Litwhiler, G., 2013).  According to Hussie’s Homestuck wiki site, to date, the story is more than 

6000 pages (Hussie, A., 2011), and is not yet done, although there is a statement on Hussie’s 

website that they are working on the final act (Hussie, A., 2011).   

The basic story premise is about a boy named, “John,” and how John and his friends 

begin playing a game called, Sburb. The game has high stakes involved that could affect the 

entire universe.  The mock game becomes an apocalyptic life or death struggle, and the game’s 

world becomes reality.  Through several circumstances and a rift in the universe, John and his 

friends have to come together with trolls from another universe to save both of their worlds.  

Throughout the game John and his band of readers level up to defeat the main villains, “Lord 

English” and “The Condescension,” or “Condy” for short (Hussie, A., 2011). The story seems to 

be a post-modern digital narrative with a long and involved plotline (Litwhiler, G., 2013).  When 

I asked my daughter to explain further, she told me it would take too long to explain, I’d just 

have to discover for myself and take some time to read it.  After reading what I could, I realized 

it would take months, even years, to catch up to the dense 6000 plus pages Hussie has written but 

I continued to read.  

Sharing and Creativity 

In Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out, author Mizuko Ito claims with the 

growing accessibility of digital media tools young people are able to post and discuss ideas, 

which has created a new media ecology that supports creativity and sharing (Ito, et. al., 2007).  

Ito continues by explaining that users go from media consumer to a more active media producer 
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and how these young creators develop their identities or their voice through ongoing interaction 

with engaged audiences and peers as well (Ito, et. al., 2007). 

Homestuck offers quite a bit of interaction with its audience.  Hussie began this 

interaction by allowing readers to decide about certain information in the story. Hussie engaged 

readers by offering them more than just the reading of the narrative.  They had to watch videos, 

read long extensive blogs of text, play short interactive games, and make choices within the 

narrative.  Austin Litwhiler, a PhD graduate from University of Albany, explains in his doctoral 

thesis, “From Pulp to Webpage: Homestuck and Postmodern Digital Narrative,” that Hussie 

mediates between the reader and the story, and thus has final control of the narrative, but allows 

the reader to influence, contribute, guide, and inspire the story’s development (Litwhiler, A., 

2013).  The sharing of ideas has also allowed Homestuck fans to spread their wings and create 

new storylines and their own fan narratives. 

Loyalty and A Sense of Power 

While reading Hussie’s web comic, I realized the participatory culture of Homestuck 

gave the participants a sense of loyalty and power.  I have to admit my daughter’s long 

involvement with the series spurred me on to further my research.  What I discovered is a 

significant difference in Hussie’s online adventure from other fandoms.  Not only are the fans a 

bit younger, the majority under 30 years of age, but also they seem to be vested in the stories and 

have remained connected to it for quite some time (Hussie, A., 2012).  These young people are 

loyal to Homestuck.  I know of one particular teen on the MS Paint Forum known as 

“MatrixGalaxy,” that has been reading and contributing to the stories since 2009 

(mspaforum.com, 2014).  In the article, Fandom and Critical Media Literacy, authors Allan and 

Elkin touch on the loyalty a person can place on his or her favorite things and how it brings 
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about a deeper understanding and even personal growth (Allan, L., & Elkin, J., 2000).  An 

understanding the young fans of Homestuck appear to have acquired. 

In the beginning, Hussie’s stories were reader driven with the readers giving commands 

on how the next part of the story would unfold; he started by having his followers give 

suggestions for the names of the characters (Hussie, A., 2011).  Homestuck fans became media 

producers merely by offering suggestions to the storyline. Fans quickly became vested in the 

story through this one small act, adding more story lines and characters as time went on.  Hussie 

inadvertently raised the barrier between writer and reader by allowing fans to help him create the 

story (Litwhiler, G., 2013).  One could say he broke the fourth wall of story telling and created a 

new genre of participation right through it because of the growth from this one interaction.  In his 

book, Net Smart, Howard Rheingold explains the idea that the participatory culture, which is 

shared by a significant portion of the population, is inhabited by people who believe they have a 

certain degree of power in that culture (Rheingold, H., 2012).  The young people’s contribution 

to Hussie’s story seems to give them that sense of power because they have some control over 

what happens to the characters. 

Fan Interaction and Deep Attention  

To understand how a young person could develop a deep attention for Homestuck, one 

will have to understand the Homestuck fan interaction.  There are many types of “labyrinth-y” 

pieces of literature out there but James Joyce’s Ulysses is ranked at the top (Brown, K., 2012). 

The story is about one man and the many events that happen to him in one day.  Homestuck is 

much like Joyce’s Ulysses, it is a mammoth story told by way of a text adventure, using 

animated GIFs, still images, and chat logs.  Homestuck is a novel way to tell a story.  Not only do 

the participants read the stories and offer suggestions but also occasionally watch flash 
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animations and play flash games (Brown, K., 2012).  Like the lengthy Ulysses, Homestuck shares 

in a long narrative, which can be a daunting task for a reader to get through.  Yet—young people 

are getting through it and quite noticeably taking their time to do it.  This observation leads to the 

new mode of deep attention that Homestuck fans seem to possess. 

 Most would say that a person could not have deep attention in the digital world because 

it does not lend itself for that kind of discipline.  With rapid access, hyper-attention seems to be 

the order of the day for anything digital.  There are those who believe that young people cannot 

focus for a long period of time on one type of format online.  Professor N. Katherine Hayles has 

offered that the younger or “M generation,” as she calls it, has shifted to hyper attention since the 

digital world took hold (Hayles, N.K., 2009).  Which basically means the youth today cannot 

focus or keep a long attention span. Yet, many young people are still able to keep his or her 

attention with Homestuck for a long period of time, “GalaxyMatrix” would be a prime example. 

danah boyd mentions in her segment in “A Networked Self,” that teens are probably more 

prepared to embrace a networked public because they are growing up at a time when networked 

affordances are a given (boyd, d., et. al, 2010). Homestuck could very well be that networked 

public boyd speaks of.  Because young people today are use to this networked affordance their 

attention could grow to be deeper than most think.   

Maybe it is the fact that Homestuck offers the youth a challenge.  Most of us like a 

challenge, the challenge with Homestuck is what cognitive dissonance theorist’s call, “effort 

justification” (Brown, K., 2012).  Effort justification is the feeling of accomplishing a challenge 

that may have been hard or difficult to achieve (Brown, K., 2012).   Because of the sheer length 

of Homestuck, when one finishes the complete 6000 plus pages—there is a feeling of satisfaction 

that one is finished, and the knowledge that all the time and effort that was put forth to 
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participate in it was well worth it (Brown, K. 2012).  The effort justification of the Homestuck 

fan is simple: readers continue their loyalty to the story because they anticipate the ending and 

want to remain involved with the story because he or she want to know the outcome.  Readers 

believe the end will justify the means and be even more awesome than they once thought, like 

me, they continue to read.  

Managing attention online can be a difficult task.  David Gauntlett claims in his book 

Making is Connecting, that in order to enjoy communication and creativity, one must use 

attention and interactivity to be satisfied (Gauntlett, D., 2011).  Gauntlett’s comment makes 

sense for a participatory culture to thrive.  Hayle’s also explains the definition of deep attention.  

It is attention that is focused; a person with deep attention can concentrate on one task for a long 

period of time and will not be distracted by outside stimuli as well as have a high tolerance for 

lengthy focus times and a preference for a specific information stream (Hayles, K.N., 2009).  

Deep attention could be attributed to Homestuck quite possibly because the reader interacts and 

helps create the story. The Homestuck genre was crafted with the reader in mind (Litwhiler, A., 

2013).  The readers of Hussie’s stories must navigate and help create the narrative, and with this 

process it could allow for deeper attention.  The constant feedback loop between Hussie and his 

fans elevates the connection between the two, allowing for this deep attention to follow 

(Litwhiler, A., 2013).  Not only do the animations and games offer new breaks in the story to 

keep from losing that deep attention, but they also encourage readers to keenly work harder to 

progress through the specific narratives (Litwhiler, A., 2013). 

Conclusion 

 Author Pierre Levy once said, “The greater the number of collective intellects with which 

an individual is involved, the more opportunities he has to diversify his knowledge and desire” 
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(Levy, P., 1999). The fandom of Homestuck could very well be the collective intellect Levy 

speaks of.  It offers diversity in its readers and the sharing of their knowledge as well as the 

creator Andrew Hussie.  Fans of Homestuck are learning and growing from their participation.  

Homestuck is a new participation genre not only because it allows creativity, sharing, and 

interactivity, but also because the MS paint adventure allows for loyalty, a sense of power, and a 

deep attention to the story through effort justification.   

Homestuck is a long, involved yet engaging online narrative that brings people together 

and it has become a place where a person looking to hang out online can go to feel accepted and 

fulfill the sense of belonging.  It is a fandom that has changed the ideas some have about the 

genre, and it offers a new way to view hyper-attention and a new mode of deep attention in the 

digital world.  Homestuck just may go down in history as an important piece of work in the 

digital arena because it is a defender for the positive state of connection, interaction, sharing, and 

creativity (Litwhiler, A., 2013).  We currently live in a very digitally inundated world, and 

Homestuck is a beacon of optimism in the ever-growing Internet world of fandom that seems to 

be wrapped around our young peoples lives.  
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